FREE MUSIC OF FREE PEOPLE

32 Jazz Club: 16 month of surviving
the Russian invasion
BEFORE THE WAR

• 32 Jazz Club started operating in December 2017 succeeding Vozdvizhenka Arts House modern art gallery
• For three times hosted JazzBezz International Festival in Kyiv and took part in organizing this event in Berdychiv, Mariupol etc
• Organized numerous local festivals of improvisational music
• Managed to attract prominent musicians from around the globe, such as Sandoval, Turner, Richardson etc
• Grew up into the most well-established jazz institution in Kyiv
• Supported the local jazz scene with jam sessions, workshops and helped young prominent musicians to present authentic albums of their own music
• Cooperated with various institutions in order to support the development of a younger generation of future musicians
24th of February, 2022
War-time Operation

The last pre-war concert was organized on Wednesday, 23rd of February. Seven hours later, Kyiv and the whole country of Ukraine was bombed for the first time.

In order to insure safety of our staff and personnel, we have postponed our operations until it became possible to work yet again.

Less than in two month after the start of the war, our club has re-opened its doors and we have returned to our pre-war schedule of three concerts a week; we have hosted more than 200 concerts ever since.

We became one of the first and few musical institutions to resume working just after 10 days of Kyiv region’s liberation from the rushist invaders.

We donate 10% of our income to support Ukrainian armed forces and hospitals.

Our main goal became to support the jazz culture and musicians of Kyiv and Ukraine and to give our citizens a chance to be able to listen to their favorite live music during these difficult times.
HEЗЛАМНІ
(UNBREAKABLE)

• Since our come back in April 2022, we haven`t stopped for a minute. During these tough 16 month, only one concert was cancelled due to the danger of a missile strike.

• It is physically difficult to explain all of the obstacles, challenges and hardships of the war-time operation. There were cases when Kyiv was bombed before noon on a certain day, but the musicians were already performing for the audience in a few hours.

• Even in the darkest of hours we were serving our duty: and sometimes the darkest of hours were virtually dark.

• During a winter season of October 22 to late January 2023, almost half of the shows took place during blackouts and electricity shortages.

• Our musicians have performed under the candle lights, no heating and even in the full darkness.

• Parts of the drone could be found on the building`s roof.

• Electro jazz band was interrupted by an unexpected power cut and continued to perform acoustically on stage.
EMBRACE THE CULTURE

• We operate as a professional jazz club with a democratic policy towards our concert program and we take as a priority authentic works of our musicians in comparison to covers etc.

• Picture to the right: first major event in May 22, when almost all of the leading Ukrainian jazzmen have gathered on stage during Igor Zakuse's Arigato Japan festival.

• During the war, more than 20 albums of authentic own music albums were presented on stage in our club.

• Among the concerts with original music, I would especially like to highlight the performances of the quintet and sextet of pianist Ilya Yeresko, Ukrainian ethno-jazz program of singer Alina Zalozna, the modern fusion of Alexander Malyshev and guitarist Nikolai Zinchenko, the Ukrainian example of European jazz mainstream from saxophonist Viktor Pavelko or double bassist Konstantin Ionenko, a polar example of the American jazz mainstream from trumpeter Dennis Adu or guitarist Misha Mendelenko, Ukrainian neo-soul from Dao Park and Liza Bayrak’s bands, a modern look at post-bop from a group of saxophonists such as Nikolay Rychkov and Grigory Parshin.
PARTNERSHIPS

• AMERICAN SUPPORT IN THE HOUR OF NEED
• KYIV UNDER ATTACK
• JAZZ FOUNDATION OF AMERICA; UNEXPECTED SUPPORT FROM WENDY OXENHORN AND JOSEPH PETRUELLI
• MAYDAYART CHARITY FOUNDATION
• INVALUABLE SUPPORT OF THE CLUB
• SUPPORT AND THE FAIR PAY FOR MUSICIANS
• VETERANS AND MUSICIANS IN NEED
• PRESERVED ALL OF THE PRE-WAR STAFF

SWEDISH WEEK

• FUNDRAISER AND PAINTING
• CULTURAL BRIDGE: ESBJORN SVENSSON AND OTHERS
• UKRAINIAN INSTITUTE
• WE FEEL THE SUPPORT AND PROPOSE TO JOIN THE CAUSE
• LIFE SHOULD PREVAIL AND WE EXPECT TO SEE YOU ALL IN KYIV AT OUR VENUE